Meerkats are totally
into togetherness.
Read on to discover
their secrets for getting
along with each other.
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As you can see in the photo at
left, meerkats are groupies,
bigtime. As many as 40 individu
als may live together. Among
them may be Mom and Dad
with their young pups, the pups’
older sisters and brothers, and
many cousins!
Meerkats make getting along
in a group seem easy. How do
they do it? For starters, members
of a group hang out together
a lot. They sit back, relax, and
often groom each other. Some
times they tussle and play, too.
This helps keep everyone happy
and friendly!
But meerkats have many
more tricks for togetherness, as
you’ll soon find out.

The Gang’s All Here
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What’s a Meerkat?
■ A meerkat is a squirrelsized mammal. It’s a kind
of mongoose. Mongooses
live mostly in Africa and
southern Asia.
■ Meerkats make their
homes in burrows in the
plains and deserts of
southern Africa.
■ A meerkat’s long, thin
body is great for scooting
through a burrow!
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Sharing Jobs
As you know, a group gets
along best when everyone pitch
es in and shares the chores.
Meerkats are pros at this. For
example, they take turns stand
ing guard: keeping an eye out
for danger so the others don’t
have to worry about it. At the
first sight of an eagle, hawk, or
other predator, the guard barks
or whistles loudly. That usually
sends everyone racing for cover.

STICKING CLOSE
Groups also work well when
everyone sticks together—and
meerkats have this trick down!

When looking for lunch, for
instance, almost the whole
gang sets off together, taking a
slightly different route each day.
That increases their chances
of finding food. As they go, the
meerkats sniff the ground for un
derground prey. Their favorites?
Juicy, wormlike beetle grubs
and scorpions.
Once a meerkat picks up the
scent of a buried meal, it starts
digging. Its sharp front claws get
at the food in no time. During
a morning of hunting—and
digging—a single meerkat may
leave behind hundreds of holes,
empty of their former residents!

WHO’S THERE? ⊲
From a high mound,
this guard keeps a
sharp eye out for
danger. Thanks to
the guard, the other
members of the
group can safely go
about their business.

⊳ HO
 LING UP
When the guard gives
an alarm call, the
meerkats may dash
into a wide tunnel
called a “bolt hole.”

GETTING DOWN ▲
Meerkats spend much
of the day digging
for buried treasure.
They’re after prey
such as tasty insect
larvae, scorpions, or
small lizards.

SUCCESS! ⊲
All that hard work
often pays off. The
meerkat here has
snagged a hefty
lizard.
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SHARING THE CARING

TRAINING THE PUPS

By far the most incredible
example of meerkat teamwork
is childcare! Nearly everyone
in the group, both male and fe
male, takes turns babysitting the
group’s young pups. And Mom?
She nurses her pups, but other
wise she’s not around much. She
heads off with the rest of the
adults to find food. She needs to
keep eating so she can produce
enough milk for her babies.

The babysitter has to be
especially cautious when the
eager pups are ready to explore
the world outside of the familiar
burrow. After all, danger could
strike at any time—and the pups
would hardly notice. They’re too
busy playing and wrestling with
each other.
Finally, when they’re about a
month old, these mischievous
little meerkats will be big

ON GUARD! ⊲
enough to tag along with the
rest of the group. But they still
won’t have learned all the
tricks to catching their own
food. So the ever-patient adults
in the crowd will share their
meals—and some will take time
to teach the little ones how to
hunt and grab prey. It won’t be
long before the pups catch on to
this—and to all the other secrets
of living in one big, happy
group, too. =

These pups practice
playing guard, or so it
seems. Like all meerkats,
they use their tails as
props while getting a
better look-see. Soon
the pups will be sharing
real guard duty—and
taking on other grown-up
meerkat chores!
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⊳ GOOFY GAMES
These littermates
are wrestling with
each other. Meerkat
pups spend much of
their day playing.
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STAY CLOSE ▼
The pups love
discovering what lies
beyond their burrow.
Here a babysitter is on
high alert while heading
off with the pups. Who
knows what predators
may be lurking nearby?
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